
BASECO UPDATE – NOVEMBER 2013
A number of people have suggested that we start a monthly newsletter, so this is the “First Edition”. 
We normally encourage people to follow the blog, “markpedder.wordpress.com”, as all updates and 
stories are posted there on a regular basis.

But this newsletter will come monthly, be in a simple, short format, 2 or 3 stories with appropriate 
pictures, and it will be easy to either print and place where people can see it, or easy to mail out to 
interested church members. Please give us some “feedback”, let us know what you think.
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Baseco has always been crowded. Back in 2002 (when we started here), there was still a lot of open 
spaces with no homes at all, but now the only open spaces are around the edges of Baseco, the 
“beach areas”. There are so many double storey squatter houses as people build up, being no longer 
able to spread out. All areas in Baseco are cramped and congested as the population must now be 
well over 100,000 people.

It's good to some times look back and see what we started with here and to see what the Lord has  
since done. There have been many failures, tragedies, deaths, so many times when we were either  
unable to help, or where our helped failed for any number of reasons...

But the success's have far out weighed the failures. We started here with nothing, just us, Jesus and 
a  very supportive church in the Barossa Valley,  South Australia  (who are still  our number one 
supporters today), although today we have support that comes from so many churches/individuals.

We have seen so many salvations,  miracles,  lives  saved (both spiritually  and physically),  seen 
strong churches planted and established in and outside of Baseco, God has been very good.

Most importantly we have seen over 30 leaders rise up out of poverty, once totally unsaved, but 
saved, and who now carry a message of hope and salvation to their own people. People who now 
confidently run ministries, who have become instruments of salvation for hundreds of others.
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One of our best programs is the building and renovating of homes for the poor. Jesus said the poor 
you will always have and when ever you want you can do good for them. That's what we do here.  
As we live and work in Baseco we note houses and family situations that are just horrible, and 
without  waiting  to  be  asked,  with  no  conditions  placed  upon  them –  we  let  them know  that 
tomorrow we are coming to fix your house. This is a simple task for us to do, but it is often so far  
beyond the ability of that widow with 11 children, this is a serious act of random kindness that often 
results in salvation, as Gods goodness is revealed to a complete stranger through what our team is 
able to do in a day.

Another thing that we do a lot  of,  is various forms of medical work.  This can range from de-
worming heaps of children in a week, deal with burns, provide medicines and/or operations for 
people,  both major  and minor.  This  young fellow has  seriously broken both bones  in his  arm, 
without a miracle, it will require surgery to fix. Christine will work with the mum and the child, and 
we will do all that we can to see this arm fixed. Nothing in a public hospital is free over here, every  
single  thing  must  be  paid  for  before  procedures  can  begin.  An  operation  like  this  might  cost 
25,000p, where can this family find that sort of money when they might earn less than 200p per 
day... 

We are so grateful for the various forms of support we get from churches and individuals, together 
we are all making a difference. By the end of this year we will of had over 40 teams from all over 
Australia and Denmark.

Consider sending a team in 2014, it's so good for the team who comes, for the church that sends and 
for us as we all work together in changing the world one person at a time.

Bless you all – Mark and Christine Pedder.


